
Your vocabulary workout Handed out: Fourth worksheet

Translation matching

Match the words on the left with the translations on the right.

1. overtake

2. suddenly

3. rear-view mirror

4. steering wheel

5. driver's license

6. headlight

7. trunk

8. vehicle

9. windshield

10. polite

11. damage

12. glove

compartment

A. Kofferraum

B. Führerschein

C. Fahrzeug

D. Lenkrad

E. beschädigen

F. Windschutzscheibe

G. höflich

H. Scheinwerfer

I. (ein Auto) überholen

J. Handschuhfach

K. plötzlich

L. Rückspiegel
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Definition matching

Match the words on the left with the definitions on the right.

1. lawyer

2. fever

3. because

4. novel

5. opinion

6. choir

7. headache

8. make sure

9. unusual

10. shy

11. strict

12. talkative

A. A little bit afraid near people. Especially new

people.

B. This describes something that is different from what

is normal.

C. The medical problem you have when your body

temperature is above 38° C.

D. A person whose job it is to help you understand the

law.

E. The problem you have when your head hurts, like

after too much drinking.

F. A long story in book format. J. K. Rowling and

Agatha Christie write these.

G. A group of people who sing together. Many

churches have this.

H. This word is used to show the reason for something.

It is often the first word in the answer to a 'why'

question.

I. This describes a person who likes to communicate

by speaking, and who does this a lot.

J. Like 'to double-check,' this means to do everything

possible to be certain about something.

K. The way someone thinks about something. NOT a

fact! :-)

L. This describes a person (or organization) that is very

exact with rules and makes no exceptions.
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Fill in the blank

Fit the words in the grey box into the spaces in the sentences below. Each of the words

should only fit into one of the sentences.

parking lot, hail, WiFi, half-board, parking space, double bed,

autumn, parking garage, lobby, swimming pool, cockroach, scuba

diving

1. Our hotel had a ___________________ so my brother and I said we would have

to cuddle for the night.

2. We booked a hotel with ___________________ because it was relaxing to know

we didn't have to think about breakfast or dinner.

3. I'm very sorry I'm late! I spent the last ten minutes driving around looking for a

___________________. I had to park three streets away.

4. There is a ___________________ behind our office building, but only the

managers have spaces there.

5. In the summer, we all go to the ___________________ to swim, read, and relax.

6. Susan thinks she saw Udo Jürgens in the ___________________ of a big hotel

on her vacation.

7. I know it sounds silly, but I need ___________________ in my hotel so that I

can send photos home to my family.

8. Hiking is always fun, but in the ___________________ I think the trees are

especially beautiful with all their colors.

9. Maria is a vegetarian and loves animals. But she will kill every

___________________ she finds in her hotel room.

10. In the summer we often have ___________________ storms. And after each

storm, my father checks the car for damage.

11. There is a ___________________ under the shopping center. It makes it easy to

bring the things that I buy back to my car.

12. Heike's dream vacation is to go ___________________ by a coral reef and to see

all the fish she only knows from television.


